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Abstract: The idea of redrawing borders in the Western Balkans is a frequently 
discussed topic. Beside a lack of support and feasibility making the implementation 
of such plans impracticable, the idea also has negative implications. While border 
changes would significantly hinder the economic growth, inter-ethnic relations, 
and EU integration of the region, the real issues that the Western Balkans face 
would not be solved, either. This paper presents the main problems regarding the 
idea of redrawing borders from local, regional, and global perspectives.

Keywords: border changes, Western Balkans, EU integration, Hungary, economic 
development.

Összefoglaló: A Nyugat-Balkánon gyakran felmerül a határok módosításának 
ötlete. Bár egy ilyen terv támogatottság és megvalósíthatóság hiányában eleve nem 
kivitelezhető, az ötlet maga is negatív következményekkel jár. Miközben a határok 
módosítása jelentősen akadályozná a térség gazdasági fejlődését, az etnikumközi 
kapcsolatokat és az EU integrációt, a Nyugat-Balkán alapvető problémáit sem 
oldaná meg. A határok újragondolásával kapcsolatos fő problémák helyi, regionális 
és globális szempontból kerülnek bemutatásra. 

Kulcsszavak: határmódosítás, Nyugat-Balkán, EU integráció, Magyarország, 
gazdasági fejlődés.

INTRODUCTION

The Western Balkans are facing several challenges that greatly impact the 
security of the region; the idea of border changes is one of them. Although 
almost all Western Balkan countries still have unresolved border issues with 

their respective neighbour(s), in most cases the disputed areas are not a source of 
violent conflict, and plans of resolving these issues are discussed through diplomatic 
means. Nevertheless, the circulation of ideas aiming at redrawing borders, usually 
along ethnic lines to overcome statehood and institutional problems, can be just 
as harmful as their implementation: it hinders economic, political, and social 
development, distracts attention from the real (structural) problems of the region, 
and it sends shockwaves through the international community.

This analysis argues that border changes cannot be an adequate solution for 
the Western Balkans. After a short history of the ongoing border issues in the region 
and the current wave of “non-papers”, we present a non-exhaustive list discussing 
the impracticality and negative implications of such plans. A separate chapter is 
dedicated to the possible (spill-over) effects that Hungary, a neighbouring state as 
well as a supporter of the stability and EU integration of the region, might need to 
tackle if borders were to be redrawn along ethnic lines.
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BORDER DISPUTES IN THE WESTERN BALKANS

Border disputes are not limited to the Western Balkans, yet significant attention 
is paid to the region every time a “new idea” of redrawing borders appears. 
Importantly, the main reason why bilateral relations are still burdened by 

this issue stems from the dissolution of Yugoslavia. Borders between the former 
republics and autonomous territories only served administrative purposes and 
did not stop free movement in any way. Moreover, Yugoslavia aimed at uniting the 
peoples of six republics, mostly of South Slavic origins, although the linguistic-
ethnic boundaries never completely overlapped with the actual administrative 
borders. These issues came to the surface as the dissolution of the state became 
a reality in the early 1990s, concerning both the former Yugoslav republics and 
the broader region.

The issues arising from state succession and border lines were first 
addressed by the European Community’s Badinter Arbitration Commission 
(1991). According to the advisory opinion of the Commission, the former internal 
administrative borders would become new, internationally recognized external 
borders based on the territorial status quo and the principle of uti possidetis iuris. 
This process was essential for the recognition of the independence of the former 
Yugoslav republics. The borders defined according to this principle, however, did 
not satisfy the nationalist political leaderships emerging on the ruins of the former 
socialist federal state. The wars questioned the peaceful coexistence of different 
ethnicities, and its rhetoric is still used to undermine the current borders and legal 
status of some states, namely Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo.

The territorial integrity of the multi-ethnic Bosnia and Herzegovina could 
only be facilitated by the Dayton Peace Accords, which put an end to the 
war in 1995. The agreement was born out of complex compromises between 
the President of Croatia, Franjo Tuđman, the President of the Republic of 
Yugoslavia, Slobodan Milošević, and Alija Izetbegović, President of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, also representing the three ethnic communities, and it 
reaffirmed the borders and the institutional structure of the newly sovereign 
state of Bosnia and Hercegovina (hereafter: BiH or Bosnia). Due to the efforts 
of the international community to have refugees and internally displaced 
persons (IDPs) return to their respective homelands, inter-boundaries were 
not defined on a natural, cultural, or ethnic basis. Rather, the Inter-Entity 
Boundary Line, which divides Bosnia into two separate entities, runs along the 
military front that existed in 1995. The situation is further complicated by the 
fact that the Bosnian Serb Republic (Republika Srpska, RS), one of the entities 
of Bosnia, is divided by the strategically important Brčko District, which 
remains a self-governing administrative unit of the state. The compromise 
covering a fragmented institutional structure and a decision-making process 
that heavily relies on the ethnic principle made it possible to end the war, 

http://epa.oszk.hu/02100/02108/00006/pdf/EPA02108_Balkan_Fuzetek_2008_52-59.pdf
https://www.pf.uni-lj.si/media/skrk_mnenja.badinterjeve.arbitrazne.komisije.1_.10.pdf
https://src-h.slav.hokudai.ac.jp/publictn/eurasia_border_review/ebr3/gosar.pdf
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but it has remained a source of many problems, and many of the local (mainly 
Serb) elites argue for secession instead of trying to develop the multi-ethnic state 
structure for the sake of the local population.

The present-day borders of Bosnia are still a source of bilateral issues. 
For example, there are some unresolved issues along the Drina river between 
Bosnia and Serbia, where some Bosnian and Serbian villages are physically 
outside the territories of both states. Although it is not uncommon to swap 
minor, uninhabited territories as a result of the changing route of rivers, Bosnia’s 
case is complicated by the presence of hydropower plants on the Drina. A more 
complex issue is the border dispute between Bosnia and Croatia over the 
exit to the Adriatic Sea. Given the location of the Bosnian town of Neum, the 
continuity of the Croatian mainland is broken, thus separating the region of 
Dubrovnik from the rest of Croatia. Zagreb has been building the Pelješac Bridge 
to establish a direct connection between the two parts of the country, against 
which the Bosnian state has raised a number of objections, highlighting the lack 
of finalisation of the maritime borders among the countries.

The lack of demarcation of maritime borders is a source of bilateral disputes 
for almost all the countries in Southeast Europe. It has caused a protracted sea-
land dispute over some parts of the Piran Bay between Croatia and Slovenia, the 
squabble over the Prevlaka peninsula between Croatia and Montenegro, as well 
as a dispute between Albania and Greece. For Zagreb, the demarcation of its 
(maritime) borders is of high significance, given its bid to the Schengen Area. In 
the case of Montenegro, Albania, and other non-EU countries, the ongoing border 
disputes can slow down their EU integration processes. (For instance, Slovenia 
blocked its neighbour’s EU accession until 2009 due to their unresolved border 
issue.)

The most well-known example of contested statehood in the region is related 
to the status of Kosovo. Although most states in the region have recognised 
Kosovo, which allowed Pristina to agree on the border delimitation with North 
Macedonia and Montenegro, those agreements did not go without (political) 
controversies, either. Nevertheless, the greatest obstacle for Kosovo in pursuing 
full sovereignty is its unresolved relations with Serbia, which in the past has 
resulted in the emergence of ideas related to border changes. Needless to say, 
the normalisation of relations as part of the Belgrade-Pristina dialogue cannot be 
completed without dealing with the issue of Kosovo’s sovereignty.

Considering the plethora of border issues, it is no surprise that ideas aiming at 
redrawing borders find such fertile ground in the Western Balkans. The beginning 
of 2021 was no exception, as unofficial documents started advocating for the 
revision of the current border lines. 

https://europeanwesternbalkans.com/2017/11/03/serbia-bosnia-border-demarcation-contentious-matter/
http://real.mtak.hu/114835/1/BorderdisputesandwatersintheWesternBalkans_Remenyi_veg.pdf
http://real.mtak.hu/114835/1/BorderdisputesandwatersintheWesternBalkans_Remenyi_veg.pdf
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/kroatien/13057.pdf
http://epa.oszk.hu/02100/02108/00006/pdf/EPA02108_Balkan_Fuzetek_2008_52-59.pdf
http://epa.oszk.hu/02100/02108/00006/pdf/EPA02108_Balkan_Fuzetek_2008_52-59.pdf
https://balkaninsight.com/2018/03/21/xx-kosovo-parliament-approves-montenegro-border-deal-03-21-2018/
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THE SEASON OF “NON-PAPERS”

During the spring of 2021, several documents presenting border changes as 
feasible alternatives sent shockwaves to the Western Balkans and beyond. 
The publication of a so-called non-paper, a type of unofficial document used 

for informal diplomatic communications, should not be scandalous; however, two 
out of the three recently surfaced documents have caused major backlash. 
It is important to note, however, that there is no proof that these documents are in 
fact non-papers and have been published or endorsed by a particular country. As 
the validity of these documents leaves a lot to be desired, one must shy away from 
taking the non-paper nature of these papers for granted or from attaching them to 
a particular state.

The documents that were made public over the course of March and April 2021 
have gained tremendous local and international attention, although only one of 
them is an official non-paper. Published by Croatia and supported by several EU 
member states, including Hungary, it aims to draw the attention of the EU to Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. According to this non-paper, 2021 must be the year the country 
makes a sufficient amount of effort to go through with the reforms, including the 
14 key priorities that are the precondition for further EU integration. It is important 
to note that by no means does the paper undermine territorial integrity, nor does 
it offer border changes with regard to the country, but it claims that constitutional 
and electoral reforms based on the recommendations of OSCE/ODIHR, the Venice 
Commission, and the rulings of the European Court of Human Rights should be 
implemented before the next elections in 2022. 

In contrast to the Croatian non-paper, the two other documents seek to resolve 
all the problems of the Western Balkans by redrawing borders along ethnic lines 
or granting autonomy to certain areas. The first alleged non-paper, published 
by a Slovenian media outlet in mid-April, foresees border changes as a tool for 
speeding up the region’s EU integration, increasing its stability, and improving 
its economic situation.1 The paper argues that the unresolved national issues of 
Serbs, Albanians, and Croatians are the main problem of the Western Balkans and 
proceeds with proposals that lack factuality or feasibility. These include the creation 
of “Greater Albania” and “Greater Serbia”, with the respective partition of Kosovo 
and Bosnia. It also foresees a South Tyrol-like autonomy for the predominantly 
Serb-inhabited North Kosovo and some mainly Croat-populated cantons in Bosnia. 
After the reverberations of the purportedly Slovenian document had settled, 
a new document focusing on the Kosovo issue was published by a Kosovar daily. 

1 The official visit of Slovenian President Borut Pahor to the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
served as a prelude to  this document. It has been confirmed by the members of the Presidency 
that their Slovenian counterpart asked if the “peaceful dissolution” of the country was (still) 
possible. It is safe to assume that the question was not formulated well, and it only remains a 
diplomatic faux-pas rather than the official standpoint of Ljubljana.

http://www.mvep.hr/en/info-servis/press-releases/,36444.html
https://club.bruxelles2.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/nonpaperbosnieherzegovine@hr2103.pdf
https://politicki.ba/news/read/15926
https://www.koha.net/arberi/268451/ekskluzive-kosova-dhe-serbia-do-tia-njohin-integritetin-territorial-dhe-sovranitetin-njera-tjetres/
https://ba.n1info.com/english/news/pahor-concerned-about-ideas-of-redrawing-of-borders-supports-bosnias-eu-path/
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This non-paper, claiming to be a joint Franco-German by-product, envisions mutual 
recognition, the establishment of the highly contested Association/Community of 
Serb Municipalities, autonomy for North Kosovo, as well as a joint economic zone 
between Serbia and Kosovo. Although this paper does not contain plans for border 
changes per se, it does bring controversial topics to the forefront.

Although it has become somewhat of a trend to publish documents related to 
the Western Balkans, their reliability and the ideas presented in these papers are 
heavily contested. The idea of redefining the borders of the region in particular 
has no basis, reality, or widespread support. The only achievable goals these 
documents have are giving impetus for nationalist sentiments, dividing national 
and international actors, as well as covering up the real economic issues of the 
Western Balkans. If done properly, non-papers like the Croatian document can be 
beneficial tools for raising awareness of certain issues. In the two above-mentioned 
cases, however, they have done more harm than good.

BORDER CHANGES: LOCAL, REGIONAL, 
AND EU-LEVEL IMPLICATIONS

This chapter presents a non-exhaustive list of the possible implications that 
would arise from border changes. It looks at the idea and its feasibility from 
a multi-angle perspective and argues that such plans would negatively 

impact society, the region, as well as the future of EU integration. Additionally, 
it highlights some of the pressing technical issues that would also make the idea 
of border alterations along ethnic lines impossible to implement. We argue that 
the idea of border changes can serve neither as a tool for reaching long-lasting 
peace and security nor as a method to solve the Western Balkans’ structural and 
economic problems.

Structural problems cannot be solved by border changes

Although it might seem an unproblematic and somewhat easy solution on paper, 
changing borders along ethnic lines cannot solve the underlying issues of any 
particular region. On the contrary, it can easily pave the way for renewed social 
tensions, conflicts, and economic demise – both in Europe and elsewhere.

When it comes to the Western Balkans, the most important problems do 
not stem from ethnicity-related issues, they are rather economic and structural 
in nature. Neither the lack of investments, especially foreign direct investment 
(FDI), and goods that can compete outside the regional markets, nor the inability 
to ease import dependency could be solved by the redrawn borders. Moreover, 
structural problems such as a high unemployment rate, the mass migration of 

https://emerging-europe.com/business/fdi-in-the-western-balkans-should-focus-on-quality-not-quantity/
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the highly skilled workforce, corruption, organised crime, and issues concerning 
rule of law would still be present and impact the countries. In fact, an initiative to 
change borders in a region where such a move has usually led to war and violence 
would only create an unstable political and economic environment and once again 
hinder the region’s economic growth and development. Thus, the real problems of 
the Western Balkans cannot be solved by border changes: it would by no means 
accelerate the local economies or competitiveness, and it would not give an 
impetus for managing other structural issues.

This is not just about the Western Balkans: 
possible spill-over effects

Although frequently used in the context of the Western Balkans, we can observe 
the same sense of nationalist sentiments and historical grievances in several 
other parts of Europe and beyond. Therefore, the idea of changing borders could 
not only create instability in the Western Balkans but elsewhere in the world, too. 
There are still secessionist movements outside the region and states that would 
gladly use the precedent in the Western Balkans to further their own advantage or 
argument. This is also the reason why there are still EU member states that refuse 
the recognition of Kosovo as an independent state.

If the borders of the Western Balkans were to be changed, there is a possibility 
that this process would not stop at the external borders of the EU, either. Heading 
to the East, the chances of renewed tensions in the post-Soviet region, especially 
in the so-called frozen conflict areas, including Eastern Ukraine and Crimea, 
might increase. Thus, changing borders would set a bad example, and there is no 
guarantee that some states or nations would not follow the example set by the 
Western Balkans.

No European future, no EU integration – just cumulative problems

A possible border alteration would also significantly impact the EU. Countries with 
strong economic ties to the Western Balkans (for instance, Austria, Germany, and 
Italy) as well as neighbouring states would experience the negative consequences 
of such plans first hand. In addition to the instability of their economic presence, 
they might also have to face a new wave of migration. Therefore, since the beginning 
of the EU’s enlargement policy, good neighbourly relations have been part of the EU 
conditionality for the Central and Eastern European region, and especially for the 
Western Balkans the settlement of bilateral disputes before accession has been a 
clear precondition. The European Commission’s communication clearly states the 
need for regional cooperation and good neighbourly relations, as the enlargement 
policy is about exporting stability, and the EU cannot and will not bring bilateral 

https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/default/files/20201006-communication-on-eu-enlargement-policy_en.pdf
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disputes and thus instability into the community. In the same way, the Zagreb 
Declaration and the European Parliament’s recommendations envisage that a 
binding solution must be found for the settlement of bilateral disputes, where EU 
involvement is unavoidable. 

From an EU perspective, supporting border changes is also problematic 
for at least three reasons. Firstly, such an approach would not enjoy the 
support of all member states. Secondly, the EU integration of the Western 
Balkans would not move forward: the structural problems would not be 
resolved, while the emergence of a new set of issues can be guaranteed. 
Due to the legacy of the Western Balkans, it is challenging to name “right” or 
“wrong” solutions in order to define the borders; placing the issue in a broader 
context, bearing in mind the impact of the delimitation of borders on political 
processes and on enlargement prospects. The issue is further complicated 
by the fact that border disputes in the Balkans also involve states in the region 
that have already been admitted to the EU. The EU will not admit countries 
with a border dispute: the example of Cyprus shows the EU’s inability to put 
pressure on a country once it has become a Member State, and the spill-over 
effect should not be forgotten. The existence of a conflict can also impact 
other policy areas, with Member States vetoing each other, which hampers 
political decision making as well.

Although the current process of EU enlargement is suboptimal and faces 
a number of criticisms, this does not mean that border changes would have 
a positive contribution. Identifying contentious issues should be seen as a 
political precondition, which is included in the Stabilization and Association 
Process (SAP) and ought to be treated at the right momentum, before it 
becomes an obstacle to the accession process. Thus, bilateral solutions 
before accession are preferred by the European Commission. The challenge 
for the Commission, however, remains the question of incentives that could 
potentially move forward the dispute settlement process, such as the promise 
of progress in the EU accession process, or a milestone such as candidate 
status or the opening of accession negotiations. New impetus, such as the 
new enlargement methodology, and greater financial-economic support are 
the right tools for the region as well. The road is still long (and somewhat 
rocky) to the EU, but in the case of border changes, the EU perspective would 
only be a distant memory.

Secondly, the core idea of the EU was built on putting differences, including 
historical grievances, aside; nations can embrace a “borderless” Europe, 
where their common well-being is more important than their centuries-old 
feuds. If the EU were to stand by the idea of border changes, it would lose 
the fundamental idea on which the entire community has been built. These 
bilateral issues often follow a “nation-based” or “territorial” logic, and political 
mobilization also happens on this basis, which goes against the EU’s value-
based approach to replacing European nationalism.

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/43776/zagreb-declaration-en-06052020.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/43776/zagreb-declaration-en-06052020.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0168_EN.html
https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/123710/pub_1170_a_bridge_over_troubled_borders.pdf
http://biepag.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/BIEPAG-Policy-brief-web.pdf
http://biepag.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Bilateral-Disputes-Conundrum-Accepting-the-Past-and-Finding-Solutions-for-the-Western-Balkans.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_20_208
https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en#:~:text=The%20European%20Union%20is%20set,order%20to%20secure%20lasting%20peace.
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/sarajevo/13948.pdf
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International community: 
giving up 30 years of consistent policy and support

After the dissolution of Yugoslavia, the international community, mainly the US and 
the EU, promoted the creation of multi-ethnic and multireligious states and rejected 
the idea of border changes along ethnic lines. If it were to happen in the future, 
the Western powers would give up three decades of commitment to their own 
principles, as well as the tremendous support of financial and technical means.
The great powers, especially Washington, cannot afford a failure of this magnitude: 
even if the Western Balkans is no longer a top priority for US administrations, their 
approach regarding border changes would be unlikely to change. Following the 
publication of the document envisioning border changes in mid-April, Washington 
has once again reaffirmed its long-standing principles, including its commitment 
to the territorial integrity of Bosnia. Moreover, as the most significant member 
of NATO, the US would not support (let alone approve) some Alliance members’ 
expansionist aspirations.

Russia is so far satisfied with the status quo in the region and does not promote 
border changes openly, either. For Moscow, the fact that the three remaining non-
NATO members of the peninsula, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Serbia, will not be joining 
the military alliance anytime soon is highly optimal. Moreover, it can, once a 
normalisation agreement has been accepted by Belgrade and Pristina, link its own 
geopolitical interests to certain issues of the Western Balkans. An escalation of 
the situation is not in the interest of Moscow, as it would only waste its limited 
resources.

The international community is unlikely to alter its position regarding the Western 
Balkans and will not abandon its long-term policy on keeping the existing 
borders and preserving the multi-ethnic states. Furthermore, without the 
approval of the great powers (also including China), no significant changes 
can be implemented in the Balkans or elsewhere. This lack of support will always 
result in the failure of such initiatives aiming at changing borders.

Local political and social support – facing a harsh reality 

There is no real support for border changes in the Western Balkan societies or their 
political elites. Most citizens have vivid memories of how the current borders were 
created throughout the 1990s, and as a result, they are aware of the negative effects 
of such plans. When asked what the most important problems facing the Western 
Balkan countries were, respondents identified challenges such as unemployment 
(28%) and the economic situation (27%). Border issues remain below 5% and are 
preceded by other issues such as corruption (11%), crime (10%), political disputes 
(8%), and brain drain/emigration (5%). 

https://euobserver.com/world/151572
https://www.rcc.int/seeds/files/RCC_BalkanBarometer_PublicOpinion_2019.pdf
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The idea of border changes is often used by politicians to distract attention 
from real problems. Nonetheless, there have only been a few politicians 
advocating for border alterations since the break-up of Yugoslavia. Milorad 
Dodik, the current Serb member of the Presidency of Bosnia has promoted 
the idea of an independent RS and a possible unification with Serbia, whereas 
talks between President of Serbia Aleksandar Vučić and former President 
of Kosovo Hashim Thaçi also took place regarding exchanging territories. 
Although the idea of a “land swap” between Serbia and Kosovo comes up 
from time to time, it was never the official policy of the parties involved in 
the normalisation talks. Moreover, these ideas have not managed to gain 
widespread support from broader political circles or citizens. For example, both 
Kosovar and Serbian citizens reject the idea of   a land swap: the proportion of 
rejection among the citizens of Kosovo is 89%, while it stands at 85% among 
Serbians. It should be noted that Serbs would recognize Kosovo to a greater 
extent within its current borders (8%) than with a land swap (4%). 

Political leaders also have conflicting interests: the Serbian and Croatian 
politicians who have leverage in BiH might lose their primacy, while the 
government parties of Serbia and Croatia could face serious sanctions by 
their Western allies, which could further undermine their own development 
potential. In addition, both countries agreed to guarantee the territorial 
integrity of Bosnia in Dayton. Establishing Greater Albania is also an over-
idealised alternative. The different development paths of Albania and 
Kosovo have created important gaps among their elites (including a differing 
interpretation of history, a debate about language reform, etc.). Instead, the idea 
of uniting Albanians is used as a bargaining chip to force the Western partners 
supporting other foreign policy objectives, such as the EU integration process. 
Such an initiative would not only concern Kosovo and Albania, it could also 
destabilize North Macedonia.

Nonetheless, the idea of redrawing borders is motivated by a need of local 
politicians to cover up other, most pressing issues; there is, however, no public 
or political support for such initiatives.

The impracticalities of border changes

Redrawing borders, especially along ethnic lines, brings countless problems to 
the surface. Bosnia in this regard always receives widespread attention, given 
the country’s ethnically diverse composition and historical grievances. The notion 
that the armed conflicts homogenized particular regions is false: the number of 
returnees to Bosnia was relatively high, and ethnic heterogeneity is just as typical as 
it was before the dissolution of Yugoslavia. The plans concerning border changes 
do not consider mixed settlements and enclaves such as Bosniak and Croat 
municipalities in RS. The lack of a comprehensive and well-implemented minority 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/2/18/dodiks-repeated-calls-for-republika-srpska-secession-raise-alarm
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/06/16/land-swap-idea-resurfaces-to-haunt-serbia-kosovo-talks/
http://www.qkss.org/repository/docs/Dialogue_ENG_(1)_704168.pdf
https://kki.hu/nacionalizmusok-a-nyugat-balkanon-2-koszovo-es-albania-a-jovoben-tavolabb-vagy-kozelebb-egymashoz/
https://kki.hu/nacionalizmusok-a-nyugat-balkanon-2-koszovo-es-albania-a-jovoben-tavolabb-vagy-kozelebb-egymashoz/
https://reporting.unhcr.org/node/12020
https://reporting.unhcr.org/node/12020
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rights protection mechanism would result in renewed sources of conflict. The fate 
of the Brčko District is also often neglected, as is the economic sustainability of 
the newly formed countries.

Practical problems arising from the possibility of border changes would also 
risk the functionality of the respective states. In the case of Kosovo, for example, 
the Trepča industrial complex as well as the Gazivoda/Ujmani Lake would endanger 
not only the economic development of Kosovo if the northern part were to be 
given to Serbia, but it would also seriously impact its energy and water supply. 
These examples show that plans aiming at superficially redrawing borders do not 
consider the numerous issues they would actually create.

BORDER CHANGES AND HUNGARY: 
POSSIBLE EFFECTS

A s a neighbouring county, Hungary would immediately feel the negative 
economic, security, and social consequences of the border changes, 
especially if implemented along ethnic lines. The idea of redrawing borders 

goes against Hungarian foreign policy and trade regarding the Western Balkans: 
Budapest relies on the stability and long-lasting peace that can be beneficial to its 
economic presence and growth, and new borders would hinder these interests. 

A shaky economic environment would no longer allow and/or encourage 
Hungarian economic expansion to the region, and it would also put the already 
existing Hungarian economic presence in jeopardy. The Hungarian export of 
goods and services to the six Western Balkan countries exceeded 3.1 billion 
euros in 2019, notably in Serbia, where Hungarian export exceeded 2 billion euros. 
Between 2015 and 2019, the volume of trade in goods and services increased by 
19% in the region. Beside Serbia (7%), a traditional and stable economic partner in 
the Western Balkans, growth must also be highlighted in trade with Albania (74%) 
and North Macedonia (65%). It is predicted that border changes would negatively 
impact these trends and figures.

The future of EU integration would also showcase similar negative tendencies. 
As discussed above, the Western Balkans would not get closer to the EU by any 
means if the borders were to be redrawn, an additional negative effect from 
the perspective of Budapest. This would once again go against the Hungarian 
foreign policy agenda, which seeks to speed up the EU integration process of the 
region. On the contrary, the EU perspective of the region would be blocked for an 
indefinite period, thus leaving a significant part of Hungary’s neighbourhood in a 
limbo yet again.

The new borders, redrawn along ethnic lines, would only fuel nationalism. 
As a result, the lack of security among Hungarian kin minority in neighbouring 
states, especially in Croatia and Serbia (Vojvodina), would also impact Hungary. 

https://www.austriaca.at/0xc1aa5576%200x003a9fa1.pdf
https://www.ksh.hu/stadat?lang=hu&theme=kkr
https://www.portfolio.hu/gazdasag/20210226/szijjarto-magyarorszag-erdeke-a-nyugat-balkan-europai-integracioja-471696
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As a kin-state, it might be asked to step up its support and protection of the 
Hungarian minority. Owing to Hungary’s own example in the last century, this insecurity 
could also lead to an increased number of (Hungarian) immigrants, who would 
put additional burden on the Hungarian social system. Nevertheless, the idea 
of border changes would significantly impact the well-being of the Hungarian 
minorities alike.

Given the economic and social implications, as well as the lack of EU perspective 
that may accompany border changes, the idea clearly goes against the Hungarian 
foreign policy agenda. Hungary must keep on supporting the Western Balkans by 
any means possible; one of those means is the rejection of any ideas that aim at 
altering borders. Therefore, Budapest should promote the peaceful resolution of 
any issues of the region using diplomatic tools, without  resorting to maps and 
borders. Hungary’s own history also shows that the only result border changes can 
possibly offer is a new set of problems.

CONCLUSION

Although border issues are still present and often cause bilateral issues 
among the states of Southeast Europe, the only possible way to resolve 
these is through diplomatic means. The lack of border delimitation between 

neighbouring states, however, does not mean that border changes are the only 
viable options that can guarantee long-term solutions. On the contrary, redrawing 
the current borders of the Western Balkans (or those of any other region) would 
be followed by tremendous political, economic, security, and social implications. 
The idea of border changes might seem easy to implement, but given the region’s 
history, its ethnic composition, as well as its poor economic situation, it would 
bring more harm than good. 

Border changes are no tools for resolving (bilateral) issues. Rather, their 
negative impact on the countries in question and their (in)direct neighbourhood 
would be visible immediately. Although the current borders of the Western Balkans 
are certainly expected to remain the same, the very idea of creating new borders 
along ethnic lines also poses danger. It turns the focus away from the underlying 
problems of the countries: the real issues are the economic and structural 
deficiencies, and not the ethnically diverse nature of the region.
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